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CATA
Purism excellence – a design concept of Cata collection

Genuine art
CATA Collection is designed for those who prefer 
laconic and expressive interior solutions. Perfect 
arrangement of comfortable working area is ensured 
by all combined elements perfectly blended with 
different styles – from laconic minimalism to gorgeous 
classics.

Combining functionality and graceful shape, significant 
and valuable kitchen utensils have long service life 
and easy-to-care.

The kitchen sink is distinguished by a capacious bowl 
providing supreme operational comfort. Austere 
design of the model with elegant clean lines evokes a 
pleasant sensation in use. In addition, the product is 
characterized by durability, high strength, high-
temperature stability, resistance to coloring agents and 
edible acids.

Being the embodiment of exclusive design and 
usefulness harmony, a distinguished faucet deeply 
engrosses your attention. You may set jet or shower 
mode. The product has a delicately shaped spring 
made from stainless steel  that ensures ease of spout 
movement and supreme functionality.

The in-sink-erator is intended to ensure efficient 
processing of food waste in any amount. Just with a 
press of a button you will dispose of wastes without 
sewer pipe clogging. It is a perfect choice for both city

apartments and a country house. It has energy-
efficient engine with a capacity of 0.7 h.p. and 
advanced impactor.

http://laviniaboho.com
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QUARTZ KITCHEN SINK
Primarily intended to wash big dishes and glasses

There is a tremendous splendor beneath a deceptive simplicity of the quartz kitchen sink. 
Durability and usefulness are the key benefits of the product. Daily care requires 
elementary actions and takes little time and efforts.

Vendor code : 13020010

Size : 710 х 480 х 190 mm

Warranty : 3 years

Suitable for : mixer 13020020; In-Sink-Aerator 13020030;  
  basket 13020050

Standard supply package includes: kitchen sink; drain fittings (3½" basket-type valve 
and overflow), fixing set (the seal is user-supplied).
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KITCHEN SINK FAUCET 
You will be captivated by its flexible timeless design

The kitchen sink faucet evokes incredible sensation of respectability and style. This 
model has a removable spout adjustable by spring mechanism.

Vendor code : 13020020

Warranty : 10 years

Suitable for : kitchen sink 13020010

Standard supply package includes: kitchen sink faucet; connection kit; fixing set.
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IN-SINK-AERATOR
Undisputed best seller in the market of household appliances

In-sink-erator is an ultramodern auxiliary unit in a kitchen room ensuring efficient 
processing of food waste in any amount. This product will surely add functionality and 
ergonomics to your kitchen.

Vendor code : 13020030

Warranty : 10 years

Suitable for : kitchen sink 13020010

Standard supply package includes: in-sink-erator; chromed pneumatic pushbutton; drain 
fittings; fixing set.
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OUR CREDO
Uniqueness and variety delight the eye

G
Thomas Werner Fabio Zanetti Catherine Hofmann Michael Keisset

Design & Innovations
Our designers seek inspiration in nature, art, traveling and embody their 
innovative ideas in bathroom collections where perfection of shape and 
functionality has always been and remains as the standard of LAVINIA BOHO 
design. It is significant for us to come up with brand new ideas and keep up with 
the times, still preserving our best traditions and identity.

Since the first day of foundation LAVINIA BOHO industrial group has laid special 
emphasis on innovative solutions and has regularly invested in unique 
technologies to develop our products exceeding all Customers’ expectations. Due 
to invaluable vast experience of product development, we implement trend-perfect 
and unique technologies in products for bathroom toilet.

http://laviniaboho.com
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LAVINIA BOHO innovation & design
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